
Q&A Report: Tumor Talk - Bladder Cancer
Question Asked Answer Given

Are TURBT and cystoscopies interchanagble TURBT coded to 27 if
no mention of a TURBT but had a cystoscopy how would that be
coded, always confused on this

Cystoscopy ) is a procedure that allows your doctor to examine the lining of your bladder and the
tube that carries urine out of your body (urethra). A hollow tube (cystoscope) equipped with a lens
is inserted into your urethra and slowly advanced into your bladder. So the cysto part is just the
"looking" part of the procedure, the terminology you should be looking for to code a surgery are
the words that described what they did to the tumor, was it resected, removed, fulgurated, etc...

IN REGARD TO THIS QUESTION, A LOT OF UROLOGISTS CALL THIS
AN 8130/2. WHAT DO WE DO?

If the histology is listed as papillary urothelial ( transitional) cell is 8130, but if the histology is listed
as urothelial ( transitional) cell it is 8120. In our example the tumor configuration was papillary,
Per the Solid Tumor Rules page 31 we can't use the word configuration to code histology. 
DO NOT CODE histology when described as:
• Architecture
•  Configuration
• Foci; focus; focal
• Pattern
Even if the urologist call this an 8130/2 you must follow the Solid Tumor Rules priority of coding
histology. Per Solid Tumor Rules:
Use documentation in the following priority order to identify the histology type(s):
1. Tissue or pathology report from primary site (in priority order)
A. Addendum(s) and/or comment(s)
B. Final diagnosis / synoptic report as required by CAP
C. CAP protocol 

WE OFTEN HAVE RAD ONC DOCS GIVEN LUPRON. DO WE STILL
RECORD THEIR NAME IN THE MED ONC FIELD?

Yes, that field is used to record the NPI of the person who administered chemo/hormonal therapy.

Hey! I could not get the second CAnswer forum link to work - the
hemostasis one :-)

You have to sign into the CAnswer forum first, then try copy/pasting the link.

is there a call in number?  I have no sound... No, there is no call in number, it is a livestream broadcast through the computer.
Is it correct that we also code BCG as surgery code 16? If the BCG was given during the surgery, you code the higher code of 20-80 and also code in the

immunotherapy field. However, if the BCG was just given by itself not during a resection, you
would code the 16 and also code the immunotherapy field. Per the STORE manual Code16
Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) or other immunotherapy Also code the introduction of
immunotherapy in the immunotherapy items. If immunotherapy is followed by surgery of the type
coded 20-80 code that surgery instead and code the immunotherapy only as immunotherapy.



For the example with AJCC N3 nodes and SEER Summary Stage 7; if
we code Mets at Dx Distant Nodes to 1 we get a Metriq error for
not coding cM1 or pM1.  Have you run into this too? 

I would have to see the actual edit to determine what is happening.

Can you comment on the status of MARGINS when a TURBT is
done? Thank you!

Per the STORE coding instructions "Record the margin status as it appears in the pathology
report. Code 7 if the pathology report indicates the margins could not be determined.9 if the
pathology report makes no mention of margins or no tissue was sent to pathology." S o it's all
about the Path Report, if the path report states margins N/A/or could not be determined we code
7.  If the path report doesn't mention them code a 9.

Hello. Why would a non-invasive urothelial carcinoma with
papillary configuration (8120/2) be coded as cTa rather than cTis,
when the definition in the AJCC Manual for cTa is "non-invasive
papillary carcinoma"? Thank you!

Tis is reserved for a "flat tumor. So this example the tumor has a papillary configuration, it's not 
flat.  Tis tumors have a poorer prognosis than Ta tumor.  
The old MPH rules described the flat tumor pretty well. 
https://seer.cancer.gov/tools/mphrules/mphrules_definitions.pdf
page 62 Flat Tumor (bladder)/Noninvasive flat TCC:  A flat tumor is a non-papillary bladder tumor 
that lies flat against the bladder tissue.  Flat tumors
usually have a poor prognosis. Noninvasive flat TCC (also called carcinoma in situ, or CIS) grows in 
the layer of cells closest to the inside of the
bladder and appears as flat lesions on the inside surface of the bladder. Flat, invasive TCC may 
invade the deeper layers of the bladder,
particularly the muscle layer.
Note 1: Flat tumors may have foci or focus of invasion. This definition is for those flat tumors 
described as being carcinoma in situ, CIS, or non-invasive.
Note 2: Flat tumors could be called in situ or non-invasive. If the term “non-invasive’ is used to 
describe flat carcinoma, be aware that for staging this would
be an in situ carcinoma.

Janet, what if the surgery report only says bladder tumor removed
& fulgurated....  no mention of TURB

Removed would at least be a 20 or 27 and if the tumor was fulgurated it would be  a 22.



we all were taught to use a 7 for margins, but about 3 years ago or
so SEER workshop told us other
wise! 

I'd been using a 7 for like 20+ years. But recently while doing the SEER*Educate exercises I
discovered all this information. Per the SEER*Educate Rationale "Note: Whether one uses the
instructions in the SEER Manual or FORDS Manual to code this field, there is ambiguity between
codes 7 and 9 for a TURBT (or TURP). Based on multiple questions posted in the CAnswer Forum
(FORDS Forum) regarding the surgical margins for a TURBT or TURP, there appears to be a lot of
disagreement regarding the use of codes 7 vs. 9 for these types of procedures. Applying the rules
as they exist in either the SEER Manual or the FORDS Manual, the answer must be 9. The
pathologist did not specifically indicate the margins could not be assessed."

[2016 SEER Manual, Surgical Margins of the Primary Site; CAnswer Forum, FORDS Forum, First
Course of Treatment, Surgery, "Margins code 7 vs 9" 02/16/2012; 

CAnswer Forum, FORDS Forum, First Course of Treatment, Surgery, "Surgical Margins-TURBT"
05/14/2013; 
http://cancerbulletin.facs.org/forums/forum/fords-national-cancer-data-base/fords/first-course-of-
treatment/surgery/6488-surgical-margins-turbt

CAnswer Forum, FORDS Forum, First Course of Treatment, Surgery, "Surgical Margins of TURB"
05/27/2015 
http://cancerbulletin.facs.org/forums/forum/fords-national-cancer-data-base/fords/first-course-of-
treatment/surgery/56992-surgical-margins-on-turb

Is immunotherapy, e.g. BCG coded twice - under surgery & under
immunotherapy?

Always code in Immunotherapy therapy field and, it may or may not be recorded as surgery, it
depends on the situation. If BCG is given surgery that falls in the definition of codes 20-80 then
you code that higher surgery code instead of 16. However if it's given by itself you would code a
16 in surgery + immunotherapy field.

May she rest in peace.  Prayer for all who love her!! Thank you :)
Can you please share what SINQ is? I am a fairly new CTR and I
haven't heard of it.

Most definitely, it's a wonderful resource. It stands for SEER Inquiry System. Here is a link to the
website https://seer.cancer.gov/seerinquiry/index.php On the site you can Search to look for
specific questions already asked/answered in SINQ and if you cannot find the answer to your
question, you can refer to the ASK a SEER Registrar page. Then they will email you back an answer.
SINQ handles questions about Solid Tumor Rules, MPH rules (for cases dx 2007-2017) ICD-O-3

update, Hematopoietic Rules, SEER Manual, SEER*RX, EOD 2018, Summary Stage 2018,
Collaborative Stage.  For questions about SSDI, Grade, AJCC, STORE refer to CAnswer Forum.

If the fulguration is to stop bleeding and NOT to ensure tumor was
removed entirely, do we still use the combo code of 22.

No if the fulguration was used to stop the bleeding you would not use the combo code 22.  



If you aren't a SEER registry, do you code based on SEER fields
rather that AJCC stage? Also on surgery codes would the same
apply, code based on STORE not SEER?

Use the appropriate manual for each field. Use the AJCC manual to code AJCC TNM Stage fields.
Use Summary Stage 2018 Manual to code Summary Stage. Use the Extent of Disease 2018 Manual
to code EOD. The Surgery Codes are listed in both the STORE and SEER manual, the codes are
exactly the same. The only difference is the SEER Appendix C manual does have little hints that I
find helpful. 

How would BGC be coded if given in the recovery room after a
TURB?

27 in surgery field, 01 in immunotherapy field.  

THE 7/9 MARGIN MIGHT BE STATE DEPENDENT AS OHIO STILL
USES A 7

The source of the standard for the Margin field is CoC. You must follow the instructions provided
by the STORE for instructions on how to code this field. Per STORE. "Record the margin status as it
appears in the pathology report. Code 7 if the pathology report indicates the margins could not
be determined.Code 9 if the pathology report makes no mention of margins or no tissue was sent
to pathology." 

How do you code turb w/ fulguration when fulguration intent is
not stated?

27

TURB resection - margins are never evaluable which is why they
don't mention them.

I understand that but the the source of the standard for the Margin field is the CoC. So we have to
follow the instructions provided by the STORE on how to code this field. Per STORE. "Record the
margin status as it appears in the pathology report. Code 7 if the pathology report indicates the
margins could not be determined.Code 9 if the pathology report makes no mention of margins or
no tissue was sent to pathology." 

Can you give an example of text description for TEXT-SURGERY
FIELD?

Surgery Text; 06/04/2020 @Hospital XYZ per Dr X Transurethral resection of a bladder, base of
tumor fulgurated 
Operative Text: 06/04/2020 @Hospital XYZ per Dr X TURBT, 2cm right lateral wall lesion, rest of
the bladder free, base of tumor fulgurated 

Can you talk more about differences in text between op notes and
surgery notes?

I'll put the definitions in the rows below from the NAACCR data dictionary on these two fields, but
basically Surgery Text is used to substantiate all the surgical procedures performed as part of
treatment. The Operative Text is used to record what was found during the surgery that provide
information for staging.



Surgery Text Per the NAACCR data dictionary http://datadictionary.naaccr.org/?c=10
NAACCR Item 2610 Surgery Text  
Description: Text area for information describing all surgical procedures performed as part of
treatment.
Suggestions for text:
Date of each procedure.
Type(s) of surgical procedure(s), including excisional biopsies and surgery to other and distant sites.
Lymph nodes removed.
Regional tissues removed.
Metastatic sites.
Facility where each procedure was performed.
Record positive and negative findings. Record positive findings first.
Other treatment information, e.g., planned procedure aborted; unknown if surgery performed.
Data Item(s) to be verified/validated using the text entered in this field After manual entry of the
text field, ensure that the text entered both agrees with the coded values and clearly justifies the
selected codes in the following fields:
Item name/number
Date Initial RX SEER 1260
Date 1st Crs RX CoC 1270
RX Date Surgery 1200
RX Summ--Surg Prim Site 1290
RX Hosp--Surg Prim Site 670
RX Summ--Scope Reg LN Sur 1292
RX Hosp--Scope Reg LN Sur 672
RX Summ--Surg Oth Reg/Dis 1294
RX Hosp--Surg Oth Reg/Dis 674
Reason for No Surgery 1340
RX Summ--Surgical Margins 1320
RX Hosp--Palliative Proc 3280



Operative Text Per the NAACCR data dictionary http://datadictionary.naaccr.org/?c=10
NAACR Item 2560 Operative Text
Description: Text area for manual documentation of all surgical procedures that provide
information for staging. 
Suggestions for text:
Dates and descriptions of biopsies and all other surgical procedures from which staging
information was derived
Number of lymph nodes removed
Size of tumor removed
Documentation of residual tumor
Evidence of invasion of surrounding areas
Reason primary site surgery could not be completed
Data Item(s) to be verified/validated using the text entered in this field
After manual entry of the text field, ensure that the text entered both agrees with the coded
values and clearly justifies the selected codes in the following fields:
Item name/Item number
Date of Diagnosis 390
RX Summ--Dx/Stg Proc 1350
Diagnostic Confirmation 490
Primary Site 400
RX Hosp--Dx/Stg Proc 740
RX Summ--Surg Prim Site 1290
Collaborative Stage variables 2800-2930
SEER Summary Stage 1977 760
SEER Summary Stage 2000 759
Reason for No Surgery 1340
Summary Stage 2018 64
AJCC TNM Data Items 1001-1036
EOD Data Items 772-776would you consider this as fulguration? "Hemostasis was then

obtained with the cauterizing loop" Thanks!
No, this sounds like they used a cauterizing loop for hemostasis, not destruction of the tumor.  

can you put a link for SEER appendix C https://seer.cancer.gov/manuals/2018/appendixc.html

But how would margins for a TURBT even be evaluated? I know right, but we have to follow the STORE instructions for this field. Per STORE. "Record the
margin status as it appears in the pathology report. Code 7 if the pathology report indicates the
margins could not be determined. Code 9 if the pathology report makes no mention of margins or
no tissue was sent to pathology." 



How can I sign up for this so that I can get the CEUs and learn
something new? I used to get the emails, but this time I didn't

We suggest you add to your contact list the email address himagine will use to send the CEU
certificate, himeducation@himaginesolutions.com. This may allow the email to go to your inbox
instead of spam.  You may want to check with your employer’s IT department.

What if it doesn't say the word Configuration? and it just states
Papillary Urothelial Carcinoma Non Invasive? Would it be coded to
Pap Uro Non-Inv or Urothelial Carcinoma In Situ? Our paths don't
normally list the histo like the scenario. 

If the  histology is listed as Papillary Urothelial Carcinoma Non-Invasive code 8130/2

Lately I am seeing Mitomycin in the recovery room, I do not see
documentation that the surgeon did it.

Excellent point!! I should have mentioned that! I see that too. Sometimes you really have to dig
to find all the treatment.

Could you give examples of the differences between C678 and 
C688 

Per Solid Tumor Rules-Code overlapping lesion of urinary bladder C678 when: 
A. A single tumor of any histology overlaps subsites of the bladder 
B. A single tumor or discontinuous tumors which are: • Urothelial carcinoma in situ 8120/2 AND 
• Involves only bladder and one or both ureters (no other urinary sites involved) 
Note: Overlapping non-invasive tumors of the bladder and ureter almost always originate in the
bladder. They extend/overlap into the ureter by spreading along the mucosa. It is important to
code these primaries to bladder C678, NOT to overlapping lesion of urinary organs C688.

Code overlapping lesion of urinary organs C688 when a single tumor overlaps two urinary sites and
the origin is unknown/not
documented.
Note: See the following examples of contiguous urinary sites where overlapping tumor could occur:
• Renal pelvis and ureter
• Bladder and urethra
• Bladder and ureter (for all histologies other than in situ urothelial cell)

The example on histology is 'urothelial carcinoma". I see a lot of
path reports with "papillary urothelial carcinoma". Is this the same
as the example?

No that is different from my example. In my example the histology was listed as urothelial
carcinoma thus 8120. If however, the histology is listed as Papillary Urothelial Carcinoma then it's
8130

Can I call in to listen on my phone so I don't disturb coworker? No, the webcast is being streamed through your computer, so there is no dial-in number. You
might consider wearing headphones, so you don't disturb co-workers.



please explain surgery code 61 and 71. to use code 61 does it must
say PLUS ileal conduct? 

61 =Radical cystectomy PLUS ileal conduit

71=Radical cystectomy including anterior exenteration For females, includes removal of bladder,
uterus, ovaries, entire vaginal wall, and entire urethra.
For males, includes removal of the prostate. When a procedure is described as a pelvic
exenteration for males, but the prostate is not removed, the surgery should be coded as a
cystectomy (code 60-64).

I came into the call after a few minutes. Did you do a roll call or
how do you know that I listened to the call? Or di you just count
my registration?

The system we use tracks when someone logs in/out. As long as you were in attendance for 45
minutes, you will get a CE certificate,

dial in number for listeners? No, the webcast is being streamed through your computer, so there is no dial-in number. 
When is a blood transfusion considerated a first course of 
treatment?

Never for bladder.

Will you be able to send personalized CEU Certificate, or generic?
It will be generic, however you can fill in the CE with your own name to make it personalized.

If mitomycin is given by urologist, we put the urologist name on 
the onc name field? just making sure.

Yes, that field is used to record the NPI of the person who administered chemo/hormonal therapy.

Is this PCS coding?  Since I do not know what PCS coding is, I'm going to say no.

the scenario says pTa which is non-invasive papillary ca?
Yes in our example, the histology was urothelial cell carcinoma, but our tumor was a non-invasive 
papillary tumor, not a "flat tumor".  Don't confuse histology with the type of tumor.

BCG after TURB is also coded as Surg 16 also, correct?

Always code in Immunotherapy therapy field and, it may or may not be recorded as surgery, it 
depends on the situation.  If BCG is given surgery that falls in the definition of codes 20-80 then 
you code that higher surgery code instead of 16.  However if it's given by itself you would code a 
16 in surgery + immunotherapy field.

are these CE good for RHIT.. You will have to check with your accrediting body to see if they accept CE from NCRA.
if path report states noninvasive papillary urothelial ca as final dx, 
is histo code 8130/2?

Yes

Not a bladder question just curious why the webinar platform 
looks very different than previous ones. Is this a different version 
of GoToWebinar?

I have no idea?  I just click on the link that my marketing department provides me & go at it, it 
appeared to operate as normal for me.

AJCC MANUAL RENAL PELVIS STATES WHEN PRESENT 
SIMULTANEOUS URETERAL AND RENAL PELVIC TUMORS  SHOULD 
BE STAGED SEPARATELY. (PG 750) OUR SOLID TUMOR MANUAL 
STATES THESE ARE SINGLE PRIMARIES (M11)  CAN YOU CLARIFY?

Rule M11 only applies to urothelial carcinomas.
If there are simultaneous tumors in Renal Pelvis & Ureter the primary site would be coded as C688 
(page 4 of Solid Tumor Rules)  

Page 750 is the Kidney Chapter, you would not use this Chapter to stage a C688 primary, there is 
no applicable AJCC Chapter for C688 Histology 8120 

If patient has mitomycin instillation during TURBT - do we also 
code the instillation? Is it a separate procedure? 

No, but make sure to code the TURBT + the Chemotherapy field.


